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Paul’s core beliefs
As Paul Robinson shares, “Smart people don’t want to be led, they want to be inspired.” It’s this belief

and this drive that inspires his customized programs. ‘Possibility thinker’, ‘Open for Change’ & ‘Re-

inventing oneself, time and again’ is his life mantras. ‘Sharing & growing’ is his professional belief,

which forms the basic value in all of his services. 

Paul’s professional background
Paul Robinson is the Co-founder of Positive Revolution, a firm located in Bangalore, India. It is a

research and knowledge-driven organization that develops innovative learning tools, to foster

personal development and organization growth. Paul Robinson is also a serial entrepreneur,

author, speaker, and consultant. Paul’s journey as a serial entrepreneur includes being the Chief

Editor of Sales & Marketing Magazine, founder of India’s second DVD Rental Company and an

FMCG Sales & Marketing company with operations in 21 locations.

Paul is a professional speaker for more than a decade 
A professional speaker is someone who follows a strategic and systematic approach in his service.

Hence the speech delivered is not only informative, but also very pragmatic. Paul brings in

solutions, anecdotes, case studies and life lessons that helps individuals and teams to get inspired

and make necessary changes both personally and professionally. His research and knowledge is

always in pace with the current trend. 

Paul is also an Author
Paul has authored 9 Books, 12 Audiobooks and 4 courses on human potential development and

management skills. Paul is widely regarded as a go-to source on leadership, sales, innovation,

change management, collaboration, productivity and human potential development.

Paul works with Organizations & Individuals worldwide
He works with organizations worldwide to guide their teams through the high-stress, constant

change and fast paced environment. Paul is a professional at crafting the messages that you want

to deliver to your team. With a wide array of presentations and speaking engagements, Paul can

draw from his experience and expertise to customize a message delivered to your distinct

objectives. His ability to consistently hit the mark is unparalleled, ensuring that your event reaches

new heights of excellence. He cultivates perspectives by showing leaders and their teams how to

approach, tackle and solve their business challenges.

For booking information please contact  robinson@paulrobinson.in    or Call +91 9513706333        www.paulrobinson.in


